SENATE MEETING
10/18/2017 2017, CTO 4:40 pm
Room #EG80
Milwaukee

Roll Call

Attendance:
Akayna Morrison
Christine Bain
Justin Brant
Evan Brunn
Joshua Sheeran
Kamal Bennacher
Zen Johnston

I. Approval of Agenda
   a. Motion by Johnston to approve the Agenda. Second by Brant. Motion to approve agenda passes unanimously.

II. Reports
    n/a

III. Open Forum
    No members from the public wishing to speak.

IV. Special Orders
    n/a

V. Old Business
    n/a

   I. New Business
   a. Vietnamese Student Association - Travel Grant
      Registration: $300.00
      Lodging:$275.00
      Ground Transportation:$54.86
      Rental Car:$128.60
      Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brant. Motion passes unanimously.
   b. Asian Student Union - Travel Grant
      Lodging:$472.00
      Registration:$260.00
      Ground Transportation:$133.86
      Total: $1,073.50
      Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.
   c. Asian Student Union - Event Grant
      Event Space:$629.00
      Marketing:$300.00
      Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.
   d. Latino Student Union – Marketing
      Marketing:$300.00
      Motion to approve Bain. Second Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.
   e. Latino Student Union - Travel Grant
      Registration:$500.00
      Lodging:$708.00
      Flight:$908.00
      Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brant. Motion passes unanimously.
   f. Latino Student Union - Event Grant
      REPS:$1,073.50
      Honorarium:$1,100.00
      Marketing:$300.00
      Motion to approve Bain. Second Brant. Motion passes unanimously.
   g. Latino Student Union - Event Grant – Toy Drive
      Honorarium:$2,000.00
      Marketing:$300.00
      REPS:$643.00
      Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.
h. Health Psychology Graduate Student Club - Travel Grant  
  Registration: $500.00  
  Lodging: $1,180.00  
  Flight: $1,200.00  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brant. Motion passes unanimously.

i. Student Occupational Therapy Association - Travel Grant  
  Registration: $500.00  
  Lodging: $944.00  
  Flight: $1,200.00  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brant. Motion passes unanimously.

j. Water Environment Federation - Travel Grant  
  Lodging: $885.00  
  Registration: $375.00  
  Flight: $900.00  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.

k. Water Environment Federation - Event Grant – Talk 1  
  Hotel: $595.00  
  Flight: $300.00  
  Marketing: $300.00  
  Ground Transportation: $0.00  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Sheeran.

l. Water Environment Federation - Event Grant – Talk 2  
  Hotel: $595.00  
  Flight: $300.00  
  Marketing: $300.00  
  Motion by Bain. Second by Brunn. Motion passes unanimously.

m. AGC Construction Leadership Development - Travel Grant  
  Registration: $110.00  
  Flight: $600.00  
  Lodging: $236.00  
  Ground Transportation: $0.00  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Sheeran. Motion passes unanimously.

n. Planetarium Club - Emergency Grant – Operations  
  Office Supplies: $125.00  
  Equipment HTC: $32.54  
  Equipment Sign Holder: $25.49  
  Outdoor Chalk board: $0  
  Sandbox: $24.99  
  Toolbox: $39.99  
  EZ Up: $216.65  
  Motion to approve by Bain. Second by Brant. Unanimous

o. Planetarium Club - Honoring Hubble  
  Marketing: $300.00  
  Hubble Images: $224.56  
  Hubble Books: $40.72  
  Honorarium: $2,500.00  
  Motion by Bain. Second by McCune. Unanimous

Native American Astronomy Collab  
  REPS: $252  
  Marketing: $300  
  Equipment: $224.56  
  Honorarium: $2,750  
  Motion by Bain. Second by McCune. Unanimous

abstain Johnston  
  Stargazing operations  
  Camera: $949 vote – nay brant & brunn  
  Step Stool: $62.99  
  Laser Pointers: $81.98  
  iPad: $69.95  
  Cash Drawer: $216.65  
  Motion to approve bain second mccune unanimous

unanimous

p. Super Milage - Travel Grant  
  Shipping Vehicle: $72.67  
  Fuel for shipping  
  Flights: $1,200  
  Registration: $500  
  Lodging: $444  
  Motion: $3,500  
  Motion bain second brunn unanimous

Hmong Student Association  
  Travel grant  
  Registration: $360  
  Mileage: $90.24  
  Lodging: $472  
  Motion: $3,500  
  Motion bain second zen unanimous abstain brant

unanimous

Operations  
  Staples: $120.01  
  Bain, brant, unanimous

I am hmoob  
  Honorarium: $1,000
Lodging 300
Props 2,960.62
Marketing 300
Reps 310.50
Flight 300
Hon 385
Marketing 300
Bain, mccune unanimous
Lock-in abstain
Event space 0
Bain, brant, unanimous kamal abstain

q. International youth and students for social equality
   Emergency event
   REPS 310.50
   Lodging 119
   Flight 300
   Hon 385
   Marketing 300
   Bain, brant, unanimous kamal abstain
   Operations
   Marketing 300
   Bain, brant unanimous kamal abstain
   Google event
   REPS 138
   Lodging 238
   Flight 300
   Honorarium 390
   Marketing 300
   Bain, Sheeran unanimous kamal abstain
   Art and revolution event grant
   REPS 138
   Flight 300
   Hotel 119
   Honorarium 1,500
   Marketing 300
   Bain, Sheeran unanimous kamal abstain
   Hospitality event
   REPS 706.50
   Marketing 300
   Bain, brant, unanimous

r. Kinga
   i. Travel grant
      Registration 480
      Lodging 480
      Flight 300
      Hotel 119
      Honorarium 1,500
      Marketing 300
      Bain, mccune unanimous

   ii. Event Grant
      Lodging 708
      Registration 400
      Car rental 701.19
      Mileage 49.58
      Bain, brant, unanimous

s. ASME
   i. Travel grant
      Lodging 708
      Registration 400
      Car rental 701.19
      Mileage 49.58
      Bain, brant, unanimous

   ii. Operations grant
      REPS 706.50
      Marketing 300
      Bain, brunn, unanimous


t. Fruity Nutty Orchard club
   i. Operations
      Lock-in event space 0
      Bain, mccune unanimous

u. Cineforum
   i. Emergency operations
      Marketing booklets
      Printing $1,426.00
      Stip to use print services to get price of books below $5
      Bain, brant, unanimous
   ii. General operations
      Marketing $2,852** same deal as above
      Bain, mccune, unanimous

v. Counseling Student Organization
   Travel Grant
   Lodging 661.19
   Registration 500
   Flight 905.60
   Bain, brant, unanimous

w. CCRAS
   i. Operations
      Bain, brunn, unanimous
   ii. LIVE!
      Bain, brant, unanimous
      Sheeran abstain
   iii. AWP travel
      Registration 260
      Hotel 1,480
      Flight 1,200
      Event Space 950
      Marketing 300
      Bain, brant, unanimous

x. Ladies of Distinction
   i. Marketing
      Bain, mccune unanimous
   ii. Operations
      Staples 125
      Travel USHLI
      Registration 500
      Lodging 438
      Mileage 0
      Bain, brant, unanimous

y. CLAM
   i. Emergency
      Bain, brant, unanimous
z. Delta Sigma Pi
  Travel
  Lodging 218
  Registration 356
  Bain, brant, unanimous
  Operations
  Bain, brant, unanimous
  Marketing 298.50
  Bain, brunn, unanimous

aa. HYPE
  i. Operations
  BOSE Speaker 299
  Bain, Sheeran, unanimous

RAW Event
  Event Space 806.25
  Marketing 89.25
  Bain, brant, unanimous
  Ab. Sigma Tau Delta Lambda
  Theta
  Emergency event
  Marketing 205
  Honorarium 100
  Parking pass 8
  Mileage 18
  Bain, Sheeran, brunn abstain
  Midterm week event grant
  Marketing 300
  Bain, Sheeran, kamal abstain
  Operations
  Marketing 300
  Bain, brant unanimous
  Ac. Pantherhacks
  Travel Grant
  Lodging 626.04
  Airfare 932
  Registration 337.40
  Bain, brunn unanimous kamal has left

SOISUO
  Automatically denied – no apology letter
  Bain, brunn, unanimous

ARCHNET
  Travel
  Lodging 944

II. Questions and Concerns

III. Adjournment
  Motion to adjourn by Bain. Second by Brant.
  Motion passes unanimously.

Meeting adjourned at 9:20 pm